that a framework is thus provided in which to investigate decision criteria to deal with (a) real investment decisions and corresponding monetary outlays, (b) the choice of financial asset and monetary-substitute portfolios, (c) the timing of asset portfolio changes, and (d) the demand for money in the sense of liquidity and deferred purchasing power.

But all of these matters require separate and much fuller discussion. The point of the argument and the moral of the story is simple and should be clear. Analysis should take account of two things: first, the actual processes of monetary and financial intermediation that structure the environment within which the real developments of the economy occur; and second, the ineluctable fact that the uncertainties in the world impose on us an intolerable ignorance, an ignorance which cannot be turned to knowledge, or quasi-knowledge, by an easy postulate that the underlying processes we encounter can be tamed by calculation; the assumption of whose applicability would be entirely gratuitous.
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‘An Anthropogenic’ Approach to Labor Economics

ALFRED S. EICHNER

The usual approach, in economic modeling, is to treat something called “labor” as simply another commodity, subject like any commodity to the forces of supply and demand, with the balance between the two equilibrated through a market. The human capital concept which has come to dominate discussions of “labor” supply in recent years merely builds on this standard approach, the refinement being to take into account time-related costs of and benefits from education and other forms of “investment” in human beings. The purpose of this paper is to outline an alternative approach, which because it focuses on the cumulative acquisition of competencies over time rather than on commodity-type transactions, can be termed the “human developmental” or “anthropogenic” model.

The use of a somewhat different terminology is necessary and deliberate. The reason is that the usual commodity approach to the human factor in economic activity succeeds in explaining only certain facets of the role played by human beings in providing for their material needs. The commodity approach is not wrong in the sense of being unsupported by empirical evidence. It is, however, limited in the types of problems on which it can throw light. To avoid the limitations of the language, and thus of the concepts employed in the conventional commodity approach, a somewhat different set of theoretical constructs, reflecting the broader perspective of the anthropogenic model, is required.

It should be pointed out that what is meant by the “commodity approach” to labor economics is the implicit conceptualization which permeates economic theory in general and which the various as the analytical skeleton around which more detailed discussions of labor economics, emphasizing institutional factors and other complications, are organized. Thus, the fact that the commodity approach is seldom found in its purest form within the specialized literature is beside the point. It still dominates more general discussions bearing on labor matters.
and even in the specialized literature it is this approach which shows through whenever the necessary qualifications must be omitted. As for the alternative anthropogenic model, it should be noted that, like much of the other work in the institutionalist tradition, it began simply as an effort to temper theory with a better understanding of how things actually work in practice. The point has now been reached, however, where it constitutes more than just a gloss to the conventional commodity approach. Indeed, one can discern in this body of work the outline of a quite different conceptualization of the role played by human beings in economic activity.

In the several sections which follow, the anthropogenic approach will be contrasted with the conventional commodity model with respect to six different aspects. They are: 1) the general framework of analysis; 2) the degree of “active ness” present in the particular commodity model; 3) the manner in which human resources are thought to be distributed among alternative activities; 4) the scale of labor by market; 5) the factors determining the utilization—or employment—of human resources; and 6) the extent to which work represents dissimilarity. For each of these aspects the usual commodity approach will first be described, the alternative anthropogenic formulation will then be offered, and finally it will be shown how the first is a special case of the second. The reader should be warned, however, that what follows is merely one individual’s perception of the anthropogenic approach, and that others who have been active in developing the model, might well offer a somewhat different formulation. Indeed, the main justification for ignoring these differences and focusing instead on the contrast with the dominant commodity model is that the anthropogenic approach is so little known to the economic profession in general, despite its potential for clarifying the role played by human beings in economic activity, that the first priority is simply to give it wider currency through a relatively brief, albeit idiosyncratic, synthesis of the work done to date within that conceptual framework.

The General Framework of Analysis—Economics as a discipline and labor economists as a sub-specialty within it usually concern themselves with but a single type of process, that of exchange—typically through a market in which money is employed as a medium. The structuring of economic activity in any comprehensive analysis are 1) the normative; 2) the political, and 3) the human developmental, or anthropogenic. The normative dimension encompasses all the values, or beliefs, upon which individual activity is predicated. The political dimension is characterized by the dialectic by which various paradigms, or systems of belief, come into being, are then undermined by their inability to explain certain empirical phenomena and eventually are supplanted by a newer, more general paradigm. The political system, meanwhile, encompasses all the mechanisms which exist for making conscious social choices among alternative courses of action. The dynamic process unique to this dimension is the formation of coalitions in order to gain control over decision-making bodies.

What is novel about the conceptual framework upon which the human resources approach is based is the delineation of the economic developmental or anthropogenic dimension of society. This specification derives from the conviction that human competences, all social activity in terms of the exchange (or trading) process.

The anthropogenic model does not deny the importance of exchange, especially with respect to supplying the material needs of the population under the economic systems that have evolved in all but the Communist countries. However, it sees exchange as only one of four processes that may characterize any particular social activity. Exchange is, to be sure, the process quintessential to the economic dimension of society, but the economic dimension itself is but one of four such dimensions, each with its own characteristic process or dynamic. The other three dimensions besides the economic which need to be taken into account in any comprehensive analysis are 1) the normative; 2) the political, and 3) the human developmental, or anthropogenic. The normative dimension encompasses all the values, or beliefs, upon which individual activity is predicated. The political dimension unique to this dimension is the dialectic by which various paradigms, or systems of belief, come into being, are then undermined by their inability to explain certain empirical phenomena and eventually are supplanted by a newer, more general paradigm. The political system, meanwhile, encompasses all the mechanisms which exist for making conscious social choices among alternative courses of action. The dynamic process unique to this dimension is the formation of coalitions in order to gain control over decision-making bodies.

The human resources model, since it takes into account three other processes besides the one of exchange emphasized exclusively in the conventional economic analysis, is thus a generalized approach to the study of social dynamics. However, more than just the question of generality involved in dealing with the human factor in economic activity. The subject matter of labor economics reflects the congruence between the economic and anthropogenic dimensions. On the one hand, it is the economy which, as a result of the level of activity generated, creates the employment opportunities whereby most competences are utilized and—more importantly—further developed. Yet, it is the anthropogenic system that provides an integrated model of the social sciences, they have tended to treat social processes into exchange relationships. Building (1970) Koht (1963).
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which serves as the means by which those competences are acquired, or all their myriad forms. It is not just that the anthropogenic system must produce a range of competences beyond what is needed by the economy alone; that the functioning of the individual as savant, citizen, parent and teacher is no less important than his functioning as worker. It is, a fortiori, that in dealing with the congruence between the economic and anthropogenic systems one must recognize that at least two quite separate processes, or dynamics, are at work—that of affiliation as well as that of exchange. Indeed, with the two simultaneously in operation, one should not be surprised to observe, given the additive rule that applies to dynamic processes, yet another third even more complex dynamic. In any case, the model of market exchange will be able to explain only limited aspects of what is the putative concern of the labor economist—the movement over time of individuals into employment status. This is true, not only to the complicating anthropogenic processes at work but also, even more fundamentally, to the radically different nature of the items "traded" in what are termed "labor markets."  

The Degree of 'Active-ness':—The commodity trading model from which the conventional theory of labor markets has been derived implicitly assumes that it is inert physical goods which are being exchanged. The essential characteristic of such goods is that they are entirely passive, with zero degree of activity. Lacking any independent will—not to mention the capacity to formulate that will—they are merely acted upon; they do not act themselves. Indeed, they care not a whit what happens to them, either in the process of being traded or subsequently in the process of being utilized by a consumer. It is a matter of indifference to the barrel of oil that is sold whether it is used to heat a house of God or a house of prostitution. Not curing how it is to be used and, even more important, not capable of acting on its own, an inert physical good is unable to foal the plans which the purchaser may have for it. The purchaser, in turn, does not have to worry about devising a counter-strategy. There is no need, for example, to pay the barrel of oil a special premium or in some other way assure its feelings so it will agree to heat the house of prostitution instead of the house of God (or vice versa).

The commodity trading model, then, ignores precisely what is most significant about human beings, namely, their ability to set and implement goals of their own. While it might seem that the model would have to be significantly modified in light of the need to explain the willingness of human beings to accept employment, the conventional theory of labor markets makes no such concession. Instead the theory talks about labor services, divorced from the human beings who are to provide them. With the focus shifted from the concrete reality of individuals placing themselves under the control of others to the abstract notion of a labor service homomorphic with the physical inputs used in the production process, the commodity trading model can then be applied without any significant change in the mode of analysis. Labor services, just like commodities, are exchanged for money, the precise amount depending on the prices of supply and demand. It makes little difference, in this conceptual framework, that what is putatively being exchanged impinges on the personality of individual human beings.

The perception of what happens in the "labor market" is quite different when, as in the anthropogenic model, explicit account is taken of the fact that those subject to the process are active agents, with multifarious goals. Some, but by no means all, of these questions. That is why it can accept the notion of a trade-off between unemployment and inflation when, in fact, the consequences of the two are in no way commensurate with one another. But this sole concern with the consumer interest, to the virtual neglect of producer welfare, is arbitrary. By attaching significance to individual preferences only insofar as they influence what goods are produced, and not with regard to how they are produced, the conventional analysis pre-determines the very conclusions it reaches; and thus it is something less than the value-free scientific inquiry its proponents like to believe.

The anthropogenic model is more open on this point. Starting from the premise that the basis for judging social institutions is the extent to which they serve to increase the options open to individuals, it weights the economic system's ability to deliver material goods against the number and types of employment opportunities which the same economic system is capable of providing. The latter consideration is no less crucial to individual well-being, and this is so for three reasons: 1) It is primarily through employment that, as long as the human input remains critical to the functioning of the economic system, individuals will continue to obtain the income necessary for purchasing goods and services. 2) Since individuals spend most of their waking hours on the job, the conditions of employment are critical to the quality of the everyday life experience. 3) It is largely through employment opportunities that, subsequent to their formal schooling, individuals continue to develop their capacities, and acquire further competences. The emphasis, then, in the anthropogenic model is on the different ways in which individuals are able to increase their options in life, with the availability of physical goods being only one of them. It is for this reason that the anthropogenic model, unlike the more conventional
treatment of the human factor in the production process, refrains from giving weight solely to the consumer interest. To focus merely on the increase in options, making the principal result to be explained, is not enough, however. Without any basis for assigning a greater worth to any one individual over another, it must be assumed that all individuals are equally entitled to whatever options society has to offer. Yet the evidence is overwhelming that some individuals have more options than others. Why is this the case? To raise this question, as the anthropogenic model does, is to assert that the equity with which options are distributed is no random affair, but is explained by the aggregate increase in those options over time. The anthropogenic model goes further, however, than just to raise the issue. By pointing out the link between the employment opportunities which a society is able to provide through its economic system and the resulting increase in individual options, even beyond any income earned, the model opens the way to a more complete understanding of the processes determining the differential development of individuals, and hence the relatively unequal distribution of options that is observable in contemporary society. However, to pursue this lead, one must first explore the nature of the employment affiliation, showing how it differs from the conventional notion of contracted labor services.

Contract vs. Affiliation—In the conventional model of production, based on eighteenth century theories of jurisprudence and social organization, the process by which individuals are integrated into the work force is viewed as though it were the result of contractual agreements similar to those which govern the movement of physical goods between producers and consumers around the world. It assumes that the terms and conditions of the contract, including the rate of compensation, are fully spelled out in advance, and that the two sides to the agreement voluntarily give their consent to those terms and conditions. Even more important, the conventional model assumes that there is a single moment in time, the "date" of the contract, when those terms and conditions are both fully understood and agreed to. It is on this last point that the anthropogenic model takes its departure from the conventional treatment of the human factor in economic activity. The integration of individuals into a work force is seen as occurring, not at a single moment in time, but as a process that unfolds in several stages over time. There are, in fact, six discrete steps: an extended period of recruitment (on the part of the employing organization) and search (on the part of the individual) followed by the relatively brief act of selection by the two parties independently of one another; a second extended period of orientation and indoctrination followed by a relatively brief act, in this case assignment of the individual to a particular job; and finally a third extended period of education and training ending with an evaluation that leads either to promotion, retention in the same position or dismissal. It is, of course, possible for any one of those six discrete steps to be greatly compressed in time, especially if the position is a temporary one or requires little in the way of skill. It is also possible for the last two sets of steps to overlap somewhat. Still, the several stages involved point to the existence of a process—that of attachment to a particular employing organization—and not simply the working out at a particular point in time of a contractual arrangement that is henceforth binding on the two parties. For the important point is that the process may come to an end before it is fully completed, during any one of the successive stages. By so terminating the process, neither of the two parties can be said to have violated its obligations to the other.

Within the last few years a good deal of attention has been directed in conventional treatments of labor to the process of search (though not, interestingly enough, to the parallel process of recruitment). The interest in search behavior has derived chiefly from the need to offer some plausible explanation for why wages have continued to rise during recent recessions, even in the face of declining demand. However well this concession to realism may serve to salvage the larger body of standard economic theory, the fact remains that it still ignores two subsequent stages in the attachment process. It also continues the mistake of focusing on the rate of compensation as the sole determinant factor in the attachment process. Both of these are oversights which the anthropogenic model seeks to avoid.

The anthropogenic model does not deny the importance of the size of money payment in determining whether individuals become attached to a particular employing organization. What it rejects is an exclusive concern with that one factor alone. In an earlier era, when labor was performed primarily by farmers seeking to supplement the earnings from their own insufficient holdings, and even somewhat later, when a landless proletariat provided little more than "hands" for the new types of factory production, this emphasis on the "-wage bargain" was perhaps not unwaranted. Human beings worked for others primarily because of the income it afforded them. But in a modern economy, when even those in the highest positions of authority in effect work for someone else and the types of jobs available are so diverse, requiring them to do such a variety of skills, other factors become important. Human beings become attached to a work force, even aside from the income it provides, because a) it offers a milieu for social interaction—a place to meet people and make friends; b) it provides a certain degree of autonomy—freedom from the arbitrary command of others; and c) it enables them to develop further as human beings—to increase their skills and competences. Employers, in turn, accept individuals into the work force, despite the money outlays involved, because the individuals a) are able to take over a position within the organization and carry out some essential task without disrupting the flow of output, and b) have the potential for later assuming an even more demanding or responsible position within the organization. It is because neither employers nor employees can be fully assured at once on all of these points that the attachment process takes a while to complete. Only time will tell what type of social milieu, how much autonomy and what opportunities for personal growth a particular job offers. And only time will tell if the individual selected as a result of the recruitment effort will measure up to the standards of the job. It may, in fact, be necessary for either the individual or the organization to bring the process to a halt and start anew, not just once but several times. Once the process of attachment is completed, however, the result is an affiliation, at least for the individual, different only in kind from the affiliations by which he has gained his antecedent level of competence. This means a commitment by the organization to the individual and by the individual to the organiz-
tion that cannot be terminated merely on whim. As in earlier affiliations, first with some family unit and then with various schools at successively higher levels of education, the individual is assured of the continuing benefits of that relationship, including the growth of competences, as long as he adheres to certain prescribed rules of behavior. Of course, attachment to an employing organization differs from earlier affiliations in various ways. The flow of money payment is reversed, the absorption of the individual into the organization is simply derivative of the organization’s pursuit of more fundamental objectives and the affiliation is more likely to be terminated in the face of economic adversity. Even the types of skills acquired are different. Nonetheless, this type of affiliation is no less critical to the individual’s developmental process.8

It is thus possible to trace out a succession of organizational affiliations by which each individual acquires the competences that are so essential for any constructive role he may play in society. This succession of affiliations marks the career path which each individual follows, attachment to a particular employing organization simply marking the final step along that route.9 Once affiliation with an employing organization takes place, the career path may then lead to movement up some internal promotion ladder, to lateral shifts between organizations with or without advancement, or to a dead end until retirement from the work force occurs. For those who are part of the secondary, or peripheral, labor force,10 the career path may even fall short of attachment to any particular employing organization, the work history including, at most only a few briefly held intermittent jobs. The career paths that may be followed are therefore quite diverse. In each case, however, the transition from school to work—that is, from the secondary to the tertiary level of the anthropogenic system—is critical.11 This leads to a somewhat different view of the labor “market” from that which prevails among most labor economists. Indeed, this is the fourth point on which to contrast the conventional approach to the human factor in economics and the anthropogenic model.

A Market or a Mere Linkage—Central to standard economic analysis is the notion that mechanisms described as markets serve as the primary allocative device, distributing resources among alternative, competing uses. These mechanisms are presumed to perform a “clearing” function, making sure not only that resources are put to the best possible use but also, just as important, that supply and demand remain in balance. The latter result is assured, so the theory goes, as long as the price variable is free to move up or down. Should the supply exceed the demand, a fall in price will lower the supply and increase demand, bringing the two back into balance. Similarly, should the demand exceed supply, a rise in price will lower demand and increase the supply. As already pointed out, the theory was first developed to explain the international trade of standardized commodities and then taken over, with little change in the argument, to deal with the human factor in economic activity. In the so-called labor “market,” it is the wage rate as the price variable which supposedly moves up and down to perform the clearing function.

One need only consult Keynes’ General Theory for a devastating attack on this view of how the labor “market” operates. The General Theory, in fact, offers two separate explanations of why labor markets are unlikely to clear, that is, assure “full employment”—neither of which depends on the power of trade unions to prevent wages from falling. The first argument is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to arrange matters so that wage reductions apply across the board to all workers simultaneously. This means that, at any one point in time, only some workers will be under pressure to accept lower wages, and with those lower wages a decline in their standard of living relative to other workers. As a result, the wage cuts are bit by bit resisted and not without justification. The fall in the wages of just some workers is unlikely to solve the general problem of unemployment. It should be noted that the argument implies either that there is no such thing as a single labor market or, alternatively, that there is no such thing as a single price—that is, wage rate—or structure of prices which prevail in that market. The second line of Keynes’ attack is even more damaging to standard economic theory. Even if wage reductions could be negotiated across the board, full employment would still not be restored, for the very fact of the wage reductions would so discourage business investment that, operating through the multiplier process, the economy would wind up even further below the full-employment level of income. In other words, the income effects arising from the wage reductions would far outweigh the substitution effects taking place within the firm.12

The anthropogenic model accepts these Keynesian arguments as valid, but points out an even more fundamental reason why the so-called labor “market” cannot effectively carry out its clearing function. It is because a key element in most commodity markets is missing. This is the presence of a “speculative interest”—or forward market—to prevent sellers from pushing prices up too high and to prevent buyers from forcing prices down too low. The speculative interest—brokers, other middlemen, even the buyers and sellers themselves—in effect acts as a secondary factor in the market, stepping in to purchase stocks that would otherwise go unsold and holding them for release until prices have again risen. Most markets clearly only because the speculative interest sees it to it that they do clear. In labor markets, however, there are no speculative interest because the input which human beings uniquely contribute to the production process cannot be stored. The time, together with the energy and competence, that individuals have to offer is lost forever once it is allowed to go unused. Not even those who provide the laboring time can store it. The most they can do is use it for their own private purposes.13

For this reason, labor markets are more appropriately viewed as imperfect market-clearing mechanisms. When employing organizations have a need for additional workers to fill entry level positions and even when they have a need for experienced workers to fill higher level positions, it is true that the temporary gap between “supply” and “demand” is likely to be quickly closed by what appears to be the labor “market”—though not necessarily as a result of the wage rate rising. However, in the opposing situation, when both new workers and experienced personnel are seeking positions in greater numbers than are currently being opened up, the gap—in this case arising from excessive supply—will not be closed. The job seekers will find themselves queued up, with no demand for their services and thus the time, together with the energy and competence they
are prepared to give to an employing organization, is irretrievably lost. Moreover, no lowering of the rate of compensation for their services is likely to remedy the situation—though this may not prevent the wage rate from falling. The explanation is the one implicit in Keynesian theory: the demand for labor is determined in the short run solely by the forces influencing the overall level of economic activity, of which the supply of manpower is not one.

There is thus an asymmetrical relationship between the economic and anthropogenic systems. The latter can be counted on to be quite responsive in supplying business organizations with whatever competent individuals those employing organizations require—with at most only a brief lag.27 The economic system, however, cannot be counted on to assure places for all the graduates of the anthropogenic system. When one recognizes that the employing organizations are themselves a part of the anthropogenic system, because of the on-the-job training they provide, it is possible to see the inherent nature of the difficulty. The more rapidly the economy expands, thereby providing additional employment opportunities, the more rapidly will it be producing experienced personnel ready and eager for more demanding assignments. The issue, then, is not whether competent individuals will be queued up waiting either for their first job or for advancement but rather, how rapidly the individuals will be able to move up along those queues until an opening occurs that places them a leg up on their career path. Since the queues include, not only the younger generation emerging from the educational system but also the rural peasantry the world over hoping to find a place in an industrial, and even a post-industrial society, there is no reason to expect this asymmetrical relationship between the economic and anthropogenic systems to end in the near historical future.

Under these conditions, the labor market can only determine which individuals obtain the limited employment opportunities which are available.28 It can do nothing to assure jobs for all who would like to work. Those who are unable to obtain employment represent an irretrievable loss for society, for it is impossible to stop the march of time that measures each individual's finite lifespan. Standard economic theory not only fails to properly specify the mechanism by which individuals are integrated into the production process, it also misunderstands how these same individuals are then valued within the functioning organization itself. This leads to the question of the factors internal to the firm which determine the utilization, or employment, of human resources.

The Demand for Manpower Inputs—An in conventional economic models, human inputs are seen as variable compared to the plant, capital equipment and even the managerial capability of the ownership entrepreneurs. (The existence of large corporations, with management and ownership separated, is seldom recognized.) The firm is viewed as being able to alter production levels by using differing amounts of the variable input, production workers, in combination with the fixed inputs. However, because of the law of variable proportions, the use of the additional workers to increase production leads, beyond a certain point, to diminishing marginal productivity. It is from this condition of diminishing marginal productivity that the firm's supposed demand curve for "labor" is derived. The curve is negatively sloped, implying that the demand for manpower inputs varies inversely with the rate of compensation. This relationship follows logically from the presumed technical conditions of production, in particular, from the diminishing returns that set in when, beyond a certain point, more variable inputs, like production workers, are used in combination with the same fixed amount of plant, capital equipment and managerial personnel to expand output. The key assumption, of course, is that production is possible with flexible technical coefficients, that is, with differing amounts of the variable input relative to the fixed inputs.29

The anthropogenic model does not deny that the negatively sloped demand curve for "labor" may hold in certain cases—particularly in smaller enterprises using relatively unsophisticated technology. More generally, however, it holds that production is carried out as part of a complex social process, one in which the individual's unique contribution is necessarily subordinated in the overall group effort. Each worker has a clearly delineated role to play—a job slot—in an organizational structure based on the following relationships: a) between workers and the capital equipment; b) between workers and the supervisory staff, and c) among different types of workers. For the most part, these relationships are fixed ones, arrived at as part of the organization's long-run search for optimal efficiency. The more sophisticated the skills or equipment required in the production process, the less flexible these relationships are likely to be.30 This has two implications. First, it means that adding more human inputs in the form of additional workers, rather than being the means of increasing output, simply imposes on the organization the burden of altering its internal structure. It is for this reason that new workers are seldom hired except to fill already existing slots in the organization, ones that have either been recently vacated or are about to be vacated by other workers. Second, it means that there is no way of determining the incremental contribution to the goals of the organization, whether those goals be profit-oriented or not, for any one worker alone or even for any one type of worker. The output depends on the functioning of the organization as a whole. Thus it is not possible to establish any direct relationship, negative or otherwise, between the number of workers employed by the organization on the one hand and either the productivity of the organization or the rate of compensation received by the workers on the other hand. That is, the negatively sloped demand curve for "labor" does not generally hold under modern conditions of production.

By carrying out the analysis as though the negatively sloped demand curve did apply, the conventional models miss what are the far more significant determinants both of productivity within the organization and of the compensation received by workers. The productivity of the organization depends on the capacity of those in executive positions to deal with the most critical fact of organized work activity: that the goals of the individuals who comprise the organization, even in a managerial capacity, are not identical with those of the organization itself. Effective management requires both a positive and a negative response to this inherent conflict of interests. On the positive side, the individual's role within the organization needs to be structured so that, in meeting the imperatives of his work assignment, he is also moving closer to the realization of his own personal goals. In this way, the organization can harness, to the maximum extent possible, the individual's own drive and energies, the sole source of dynamism for the organization itself. Still, since the goals of the individual and the organization can never be wholly reconciled, a
negative response is required as well. This means placing as much pressure as possible on the individual members of the organization to avoid any behavior which is inimical to the short-run goal of optimal output and the long-run goal of survival and growth. The key to effective management—the source of what Liebenstein has termed “X-efficiency”[9]—is thus the setting of a proper balance between positive inducements to better individual performance and negative strictures against subversive behavior. In large organizations, where relationships are more impersonal, the setting of this proper balance is, of course, more difficult—especially since the conflicts may be between different parts of the organization as well as between the organization and its individual members.  

Rates of compensation clearly play an important role in bringing the interests of the individual into line with those of the organization. Still, one should not place too much weight on that one factor. In the first place, the most deeply felt satisfactions that go with any job are those which are intrinsic to the work being performed. Money is generally a poor substitute for that type of reward. Secondly, the actual rates of compensation received by those who work for the organization usually depend on factors other than any differential contribution to the organization’s goals. They depend, in part, on what has been termed the “internal wage structure”—the differentials in pay derived historically from balancing the organization’s need to maintain hierarchical relationships against the demands of the work force for equitable treatment. From the point of view of the organization, it is essential that those in supervisory positions receive a higher rate of compensation than those they oversee. Otherwise, the basis for internal discipline will be undermined. From the point of view of the individual members of the work force, however, it seems less reasonable that those who perform equally difficult tasks or have been employed equally long by the organization should receive roughly the same rate of compensation. The internal wage structure represents the resolution of these conflicting pressures. In general, it permits the rate of compensation to be increased only because of a time in grade, or seniority, and by promotion to a more responsible and/or skilled position.  

The entire set of differentials represented by the internal wage structure may itself be raised (or lowered) as a result of external factors. While in some cases this may reflect labor market pressure, more typically it is because the regional, industry or national norms of what constitutes a “fair” wage have been altered. Various sheltering mechanisms, such as an internal promotion system or credentialing requirements, usually help insulate the organization’s wage structure from market forces. With an established trade union movement, the norm is likely to be worked out in collective bargaining between representatives of the production workers and top management. Indeed, the collective bargaining agreement is likely to serve as a further sheltering mechanism. But even when formal collective bargaining does not take place, the organization is likely to take as the norm the rate of compensation paid by other organizations caught in a similar set of circumstances—with perhaps the one difference that the workers of the other organizations are represented by a trade union. It is for this reason that the agreement worked out in one of the “key” or “bellweather” industries with respect to wages and other forms of compensation is of such critical importance in determining the overall level of wages throughout the economy. The pattern established in one industry or sector is likely to be followed in others. The government itself, through Presidential intervention in the key industry’s negotiations or through some form of “incomes” policy, may also have a hand in shaping the pattern. Rates of compensation, then, depend on the internal wage structure as increased in money terms over time by the changing standard of what constitutes a fair wage in a particular region, industry or the nation as a whole.  

The Supply of Manpower—The conventional analysis, however, not only misperceives the economic character of the firm’s demand curve for “labor,” but it incorrectly specifies the supply curve. In the standard economic models, work is presumed to give rise to disutility. For this reason, in order to persuade individuals to make their services available, they must be paid a wage, the income compensating them for what they are giving up, their leisure, by working. The anthropogenic model recognizes that work is all too often distasteful to those who must perform it. Indeed, this has been true for the great majority of people throughout most of human history, and it is still true for too many people in the world today, even in developed and relatively affluent societies like that of the United States. Still, this is not an immutable condition. As the experience of at least some people demonstrates, and not just in advanced societies, work may also be a source of great satisfaction. And this is the case quite aside from any income it brings.  

The limitation of the conventional economic analysis is that it recognizes only the need of society to have certain types of tasks carried out and the need of individuals to have access to income through employment. What it leaves out is the equally important need of individuals to have purposeful activity, a need attested to by the energy devoted to hobbies, sports and other leisure-time pursuits. The purposeful activity is essential, not just for maintaining whatever level of physical and mental competence has previously been attained but also for enabling the individuals to continue developing as human beings. In responding to this need, individuals may even be led to perform socially useful tasks without insisting upon money compensation in return, their reward being enhanced abilities and self-esteem. In fact, were this not the case, the society would lack philosophers, artists, political activists, volunteer workers and parents.  

The need for purposeful activity can be a powerful force inducing individuals to make themselves available to organizations having a need for their services, regardless of the compensation to be received. When the need for on-the-job training as a follow-up to formal education is taken into account, the willingness of individuals to work, whatever the pay, emerges as an even more significant factor. Still, it is unlikely to be powerful enough to guarantee that all of society’s necessary tasks will be carried out, and this for two reasons. On the one hand, individuals must first be assured that they will have sufficient income to satisfy the material needs not only of themselves but also of the other persons dependent on them. On the other hand, some of society’s necessary tasks may yield so little intrinsic satisfaction—indeed, they may be so distasteful—that no one would voluntarily carry them out on his own if he could possibly avoid doing so. The strength of these two factors depends, of course, on how equitably both income and work tasks are distributed.  

In the conventional treatment of manpower, it is usually assumed that society’s need to have the less intrinsically satisfying tasks performed is met by playing on the desire of some individuals for differential income. Thus
AN ANTHROPOGENIC APPROACH TO LABOR ECONOMICS

Contrast this view of the human factor in economic activity with that reflected in the conventional economic analysis. Both are, to be sure, concerned with one of the two factors determining the total wage bill. But the conventional analysis, with its almost singular concern over the wage rate, seems, from a human developmental perspective, to place the emphasis on the wrong variable. First of all, the wage rate's supposed market-clearing role is greatly exaggerated, if it is of any relevance at all. How else can one explain the excess of workers seeking employment which exists as almost a permanent feature of modern life? Indeed, The General Theory would long ago have disposed of that argument. Moreover, because of the institutional manner in which it is determined for most workers, together with the fixed technical relationships which govern most of modern economic activity, the wage rate tells us hardly anything at all about labor's "productivity." The significance of the wage rate lies entirely in the effect it has on the relative distribution of income among wage and salary recipients and in the role it plays in the wage-price inflationary process.

In its preoccupation with questions of resource allocation under equilibrium conditions, the conventional analysis gives short shrift to the critical importance of employment in determining individual and family well-being. It is more than just a matter of being able to earn income—through, in a society in which earned income is the primary determinant of a family's standard of living, that factor is not unimportant. It is rather that an individual's entire sense of personal worth, especially during the adult years,

...
depends on the ability to obtain a prideful place within the economic order. This is reflected in the high correlation between loss of job and various social pathologies such as crime, family breakdown and mental illness. From a human resources perspective, then, the most pertinent question to ask of any economic system is not whether resources are being optimally allocated—the primary concern of the conventional economic analysis—but rather (1) how much employment is being generated relative to the number of persons seeking it, and (2) what determines the access of individuals to those jobs. Each issue has a special import, though for a different reason.

The amount of employment being generated is the single most significant factor in determining the rate at which new skills and competences are being added by the labor force, and thus the single most significant factor in determining the society's long-run potential growth rate. The rate at which employment opportunities are being generated is certainly more critical to the skill acquisition process than all the sums spent on education and other forms of training. This is because the supply of and demand for manpower, rather than being independent of one another as assumed in the conventional analysis, are in fact highly interdependent. The proof of this is being the greater growth of skills and competences from on-the-job training when the economy is expanding more rapidly. One essential research task still remaining is to measure more adequately this increase in skills and competences that occurs from economic expansion. The access to jobs, on the other hand, is the single most significant determinant of what has been termed "social class," and it depends, in turn, on differential access to the intervening social institutions, including the
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Real Wage Insurance as a Compliance Incentive

ROBERT J. FLANAGAN*

In late October 1978, President Carter announced an anti-inflation program which included future budgetary restraint, voluntary pay and price standards, and an effort to reduce the cost of regulatory actions which contribute to inflation. Included in this package was a proposal for "real wage insurance," a novel form of tax credits designed to encourage compliance with the pay standard of the anti-inflation program.

The real wage insurance proposal, which was submitted to an uncooperative Congress in January 1979, represented the first attempt to imbued microeconomic incentives for wage restraint in an incomes policy in a Western country. The nature of the incentive, however, differed in several important respects from previously proposed tax-based incentive policies (TIP).

This paper examines conceptual and administrative issues raised by real wage insurance (RWI). Section I reviews the context of the current inflation problem. In Section II the main features of the voluntary pay standard of the Carter Administration are outlined and the risks associated with compliance are discussed. Sections III and IV cover conceptual issues in the design of RWI and its relationship to other TIP proposals. Administrative issues are discussed in Section V.

I. The Changing Role of Incomes Policies

Few governments during the postwar period have relied solely on demand management policies in their efforts to attain full employment and price stability simultaneously. Monetary and fiscal policy instruments have frequently been supplemented with various forms of incomes policy which specify desired wage and price behavior by economic agents and usually provide some enforcement mechanism. In the 1950s and 1960s, when inflation rates in western countries were
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